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Abstract. We present fast and compact implementations of FourQ (ASIACRYPT 2015) on field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), and demonstrate, for the first time, the high efficiency of this new elliptic curve on
reconfigurable hardware. By adapting FourQ’s algorithms to hardware,
we design FPGA-tailored architectures that are significantly faster than
any other ECC alternative over large prime characteristic fields. For example, we show that our single-core and multi-core implementations can
compute at a rate of 6389 and 64730 scalar multiplications per second, respectively, on a Xilinx Zynq-7020 FPGA, which represent factor-2.5 and
2 speedups in comparison with the corresponding variants of the fastest
Curve25519 implementation on the same device. These results show the
potential of deploying FourQ on hardware for high-performance and embedded security applications. All the presented implementations exhibit
regular, constant-time execution, protecting against timing and simple
side-channel attacks.
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Introduction

With the growing deployment of elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) [15, 24] in
place of traditional cryptosystems such as RSA, compact, high-performance
?
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ECC-based implementations have become crucial for embedded systems and
hardware applications. In this setting, field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs)
offer an attractive option in comparison to classical application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs), thanks to their great flexibility and faster prototyping at reduced development costs. Examples of efficient ECC implementations
on FPGAs are Güneysu and Paar’s implementations of the standardized NIST
curves over prime fields [11] and Sasdrich and Güneysu’s implementations of
Curve25519 [28, 29]. There is also a plethora of FPGA implementations based on
binary curves, which are particularly attractive for hardware platforms (see, e.g.,
[1, 2, 13, 14, 18, 26, 31]). Prime fields are by far the preferred option in software
implementations mainly because efficient integer arithmetic is readily supported
by instruction sets of processors. Therefore, efficient hardware implementations
of ECC over large prime characteristic fields are needed to provide compatibility
with software. In this work, we focus on elliptic curves defined over large prime
characteristic fields.
At ASIACRYPT 2015, Costello and Longa [6] proposed a new elliptic curve
called FourQ, which provides approximately 128 bits of security and supports
highly-efficient scalar multiplications by uniquely combining a four-dimensional
decomposition [8] with the fastest twisted Edwards explicit formulas [12] and the
efficient Mersenne prime p = 2127 − 1. In particular, by performing experiments
on a large variety of software platforms, they showed that, when computing a
standard variable-base scalar multiplication, FourQ is more than 5 times faster
than the standardized NIST P-256 curve and between 2 and 3 times faster than
the popular Curve25519 [5].
In this work, we propose an efficient architecture for computing scalar multiplications using FourQ on FPGAs. Our architecture, which leverages the power
of the embedded multipliers found in modern FPGA’s DSP blocks (similarly to
many prior works [11, 19–23, 27–29]), supports all the necessary operations to
perform FourQ’s 4-way multi-scalar multiplication, including point validation,
scalar decomposition and recoding, cofactor clearing (if required by a given protocol) and the final point conversion to affine coordinates. Based on this architecture, we designed two high-speed variants: a single-core architecture intended for
constrained, low latency applications, and a multi-core architecture intended for
high-throughput applications. Moreover, we also explore the possibility of avoiding the use of FourQ’s endormorphisms and present an implementation variant
based on the Montgomery ladder [25], which might be suitable for constrained
environments. All the proposed architectures exhibit a fully regular, constanttime execution, which provides protection against timing and simple side-channel
attacks (SSCA) [16, 17]. To our knowledge, these are the first implementations
of FourQ on an FPGA in the open literature.
When compared to the most efficient FPGA implementations in the literature, our implementations show a significant increase in performance. For example, in comparison to the state-of-the-art FPGA implementation of Curve25519
by Sasdrich and Güneysu [28, 29], our single-core architecture is approximately
2.5 times faster in terms of computing time (157 µs versus 397 µs), and our

multi-core architecture is capable of computing (at full capacity) 2 times as
many scalar multiplications per second as their multi-core variant (64730 scalar
multiplications per second versus 32304 scalar multiplications per second). Even
when comparing the case without endormorphisms, our FourQ-based FPGA
implementation is faster: the laddered variant is about 1.3 times faster than
Curve25519 in terms of computing time. All these results were obtained on the
same Xilinx Zynq-7020 FPGA model used by [29].
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the relevant mathematical
background and general architectural details of the proposed design are provided.
In Sect. 3, the field arithmetic unit (called “the core”) is presented. In Sect. 4,
we describe the scalar unit consisting of the decomposition and recoding units.
In Sect. 5, three architecture variants are detailed: single-core, multi-core and
the Montgomery ladder implementation. We present the performance analysis
and carry out a detailed comparison with relevant work in Sect. 6. Finally, we
conclude the paper and give directions for future work in Sect. 7.
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Preliminaries: FourQ

FourQ is a high-performance elliptic curve recently proposed by Costello and
Longa [6]. Given the quadratic extension field Fp2 = Fp (i) with p = 2127 − 1 and
i2 = −1, FourQ is defined as the complete twisted Edwards [4] curve given by
E/Fp2 : − x2 + y 2 = 1 + dx2 y 2 ,

(1)

where d := 125317048443780598345676279555970305165·i+4205857648805777768770.
The set of Fp2 -rational points lying on equation (1), which includes the neutral point OE = (0, 1), forms an additive abelian group. The cardinality of this
group is given by #E(Fp2 ) = 392 · ξ, where ξ is a 246-bit prime, and thus, the
group E(Fp2 )[ξ] can be used in cryptographic systems.
The fastest set of explicit formulas for the addition law on E are due to Hisil,
Wong, Carter and Dawson [12] using the so-called extended twisted Edwards
coordinates: any tuple (X : Y : Z : T ) with Z 6= 0 and T = XY /Z represents a
projective point corresponding to an affine point (x, y) = (X/Z, Y /Z). Since d
is non-square over Fp2 , this set of formulas is also complete on E, i.e., they work
without exceptions for any point in E(Fp2 ).
Since FourQ is a degree-2 Q-curve with complex multiplication [30, 10], it
comes equipped with two efficiently computable endomorphisms, namely, ψ and
φ. In [6], it is shown that these two endomorphisms enable a four-dimensional
decomposition m 7→ (a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 ) ∈ Z4 for any integer m ∈ [0, 2256 − 1] such
that 0 ≤ ai < 264 for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (which is optimal in the context of multiscalar multiplication) and such that a1 is odd (which facilitates efficient, sidechannel protected scalar multiplications); see [6, Proposition 5] for details about
FourQ’s decomposition procedure. This in turn induces a four-dimensional scalar
multiplication with the form
[m]P = [a1 ]P + [a2 ]φ(P ) + [a3 ]ψ(P ) + [a4 ]φ(ψ(P )),
for any point P ∈ E(Fp2 )[ξ].

2.1

Scalar Multiplication Execution

Assume that the decomposition procedure in [6, Proposition 5] is applied to
a given input scalar m. To execute the 4-way multi-scalar multiplication with
protection against timing and SSCA attacks, one can follow [6] and use the
method proposed by Faz, Longa and Sánchez [7]: the multi-scalars ai are recoded
P64
to a representation bi = i=0 bi [j] · 2j with bi [j] ∈ {−1, 0, 1} for i = 1, 2, 3, 4,
such that b1 [j] ∈ {−1, 1} and b1 [64] = 1, and such that the recoded digits
for a2 , a3 and a4 are “sign-aligned” with the corresponding digit from a1 , i.e.,
bi [j] ∈ {0, b1 [j]} for i = 2, 3, 4. It follows that this recoding produces exactly
65 “signed digit-columns”, where a signed digit-column is defined as the value
dj = b1 [j] + b2 [j] · 2 + b3 [j] · 22 + b4 [j] · 23 for j = 0, ..., 64. If one then precomputes
the eight points T [u] = P + u0 φ(P ) + u1 ψ(P ) + u2 φ(ψ(P )) for 0 ≤ u < 8, where
u = (u2 , u1 , u0 )2 , scalar multiplication—scanning the digit-columns from left
to right—consists of an initial point loading and a single loop of 64 iterations,
where each iteration computes one doubling and one addition with the point
from T [ ] corresponding to the current digit-column. Given that digit-columns
are signed, one needs to negate the precomputed point before addition in the
case of a negative digit-column.
Next, we recap details about the coordinate system strategy used in [6].
Costello and Longa [6] utilize four different point representations for (X : Y : Z :
T ): R1 : (X, Y, Z, Ta , Tb ), such that T = Ta ·Tb , R2 : (X+Y, Y −X, 2Z, 2dT ), R3 :
(X +Y, Y −X, Z, T ) and R4 : (X, Y, Z). In the main loop of scalar multiplication,
point doublings are computed as R1 ← R4 and point additions as R1 ← R1 ×
R2 , where precomputed points are stored using R2 . Note that converting point
addition results from R1 to R4 (as required by inputs to point doublings) is for
free: one simply ignores coordinates Ta , Tb .
2.2

High-Level Design of the Proposed Architecture

Our core design follows the same methodology described above and computes
FourQ’s scalar multiplication as in [6, Alg. 2]. However, there is a slight variation: since the negative of a precomputed point (X + Y, Y − X, 2Z, 2dT ) is
given by (Y − X, X + Y, 2Z, −2dT ), we precompute the values −2dT and store
each precomputed point using the tuple (X + Y, Y − X, 2Z, 2dT, −2dT ). This
representation is referred to as R5 . During scalar multiplication, we simply read
coordinates in the right order and assemble either (X + Y, Y − X, 2Z, 2dT ) (for
positive digit-columns) or (Y −X, X +Y, 2Z, −2dT ) (for negative digit-columns).
This approach completely eliminates the need for point negations during scalar
multiplication at the cost of storing only 8 extra elements in Fp2 . The slightly
modified scalar multiplication algorithm is presented in Alg. 1.
In Alg. 2, we detail the conversion of the multi-scalars to digit-columns di .
During a scalar multiplication, the 3-least significant bits of these digits (values
“vi ”) are used to select one out of eight points from the precomputed table. The
top bit (values “si ”) is then used to select between the coordinate value 2dT

Algorithm 1 FourQ’s scalar multiplication on E(Fp2 )[ξ] (adapted from [6]).
Input: Point P ∈ E(Fp2 )[ξ] and integer scalar m ∈ [0, 2256 ).
Output: [m]P .
Compute endomorphisms:
1: Compute φ(P ), ψ(P ) and ψ(φ(P )).
Precompute lookup table:
2: Compute T [u] = P + [u0 ]φ(P ) + [u1 ]ψ(P ) + [u2 ]ψ(φ(P )) for u = (u2 , u1 , u0 )2 in
0 ≤ u ≤ 7. Write T [u] in coordinates (X + Y, Y − X, 2Z, 2dT, −2dT ).
Scalar decomposition and recoding:
3: Decompose m into the multi-scalar (a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 ) as in [6, Proposition 5].
4: Recode (a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 ) into (d64 , . . . , d0 ) = (s64 v64 , . . . , s0 v0 ) using Alg. 2. Write
mi = 1 if si = 1 and mi = −1 if si = 0 for i = 0, . . . , 63.
Main loop:
5: Q = T [v64 ]
6: for i = 63 to 0 do
7:
Q = [2]Q
8:
Q = Q + mi · T [vi ]
9: return Q

(if the bit is 1) and −2dT (if the bit is 0), as described above for a point using
representation R5 .
The structure of Alg. 1 leads to a natural division of operations in our ECC
processor. The processor consists of two main building blocks: (a) a scalar unit
and (b) a field arithmetic unit. The former carries out the scalar decomposition
and recoding (steps 3 and 4 in Alg. 1), and the latter—referred simply as “the
core”—is responsible for computing the endomorphisms, precomputation, and
the main loop through a fixed series of operations over Fp2 . We describe these
units in detail in Sect. 3 and Sect. 4.

3

Field Arithmetic Unit

The field arithmetic unit (“the core”) performs operations in Fp2 . The architecture of the core is depicted in Fig. 1. It consists of datapath (see Sect. 3.1),
control logic (see Sect. 3.2), and memory. The memory is a 256 × 127-bit simple
dual-port RAM that is implemented using BlockRAM (36Kb) resources from
the FPGA device. We chose to have a 127-bit wide memory in order to minimize the overhead during memory reading and writing. This requires the use
of 4 BlockRAMs which provide storage space for up to 128 Fp2 elements. As a
result, storing the negative coordinate values −2dT of the precomputed points
as described in Sect. 2.2 comes essentially for free.
3.1

Datapath

The datapath computes operations in Fp and it thus operates on 127-bit operands.
The datapath supports basic operations that allow the implementation of field

Algorithm 2 FourQ’s multi-scalar recoding (adapted from [6]).
Input: Four positive integers ai = (0, ai [63], . . . , ai [0])2 ∈ {0, 1}65 less than 264 for
1 ≤ i ≤ 4 and with a1 odd.
Output: (d64 , . . . , d0 ) with 0 ≤ di < 16.
1: s64 = 1
2: for j = 0 to 63 do
3:
vj = 0
4:
sj = a1 [j + 1]
5:
for i = 2 to 4 do
6:
vj = vj + (ai [0]  (i − 2))
7:
c = (a1 [j + 1] | ai [0]) ∧ a1 [j + 1]
8:
ai = (ai  1) + c
9: v64 = a2 + 2a3 + 4a4
10: return (d64 , . . . , d0 ) = (s64 v64 , . . . , s0 v0 ).
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Fig. 1. Architectural diagram of the core.

multiplication, addition and subtraction. A field multiplication is performed (a)
by computing a 127 × 127-bit integer multiplication, (b) by adding the lower
and higher halves of the multiplication result to perform the first part of the
reduction modulo p = 2127 − 1 and (c) by finalizing the reduction by adding
the carry from the first addition. Addition and subtraction in Fp are computed (a) by adding/subtracting the operands and (b) by adding/subtracting
the carry/borrow-bit in order to perform the modular reduction. The operations
in Fp2 are implemented as a series of operations in Fp managed by the control
logic; see Sect. 3.2. The datapath consists of two separate paths: (a) multiplier
path and (b) adder/subtractor path. The datapath is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. The datapath for operations in Fp .

The multiplier path is built around a pipelined 64 × 64-bit multiplier that is
implemented using 16 hardwired multipliers (DSP blocks). The integer multiplications a × b are computed via the schoolbook algorithm. It requires four
64×64-bit partial multiplications ai ×bj with i, j ∈ {0, 1} such that a = a1 264 +a0
and b = b1 264 + b0 . The partial multiplications are computed directly with the
pipelined multiplier by selecting the operands from the input registers with two
multiplexers. Results of the partial multiplications are accumulated into the
upper half of a 256-bit register by using a 128-bit adder in the order (i, j) =
(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1). The register is shifted down by 64 bits after (0, 0) and
(1, 0). The pipelined multiplier has seven pipeline stages (designed such that it
matches the 128-bit adder’s critical path delay).

The adder/subtractor path computes additions and subtractions as well as modular reductions over the integer multiplication results. It is built around a 127-bit
adder/subtractor and multiplexers for selecting the inputs, i.e., operands and
carry/borrow-bit. The value stored in the output register is the only output of
the entire datapath.
The adder/subtractor path can be used for other operations while the multiplier path is performing a multiplication whenever reduction and read/write
patterns of the multiplication permits it. This was achieved by including a separate set of input registers into the adder/subtractor path. In addition, the
adder/subtractor path also allows accumulating the resulting value in its output register. All this allows computing most additions and subtractions required
during scalar multiplication essentially for free.

3.2

Control Logic

The control logic controls the datapath and memory and, as consequence, implements all the hierarchical levels required by scalar multiplications on FourQ. The
control logic consists of a program ROM that includes instructions for the datapath and memory addresses, a small finite state machine (FSM) that controls the
read addresses of the program ROM, and a recoder for recoding the instructions
in the program ROM to control signals for the datapath and memory.
Field operations consist of multiple instructions that are issued by the control
logic, as discussed in Sect. 3.1. Because of the pipelined multiplier, multiplications in Fp take several clock cycles (20 clock cycles including memory reads and
writes). Fortunately, pipelining allows computing independent multiplications
simultaneously and thus enables efficient operations over Fp2 .
Let a = (a0 , a1 ), b = (b0 , b1 ) ∈ Fp2 . Then, results (c0 , c1 ) of operations in Fp2
are given by
a + b = (a0 + b0 , a1 + b1 )
a − b = (a0 − b0 , a1 − b1 )
a × b = (a0 · b0 − a1 · b1 , (a0 + a1 ) · (b0 + b1 ) − a0 · b0 − a1 · b1 )
a2 = ((a0 + a1 ) · (a0 − a1 ), 2a0 · a1 )
a−1 = (a0 · (a20 + a21 )−1 , −a1 · (a20 + a21 )−1 )
where operations on the right are in Fp . Operations in Fp2 are directly computed
using the equations above: multiplication requires three field multiplications,
two field additions and three field subtractions, whereas squaring requires only
two field multiplications, two field additions and one field subtraction. Field
127
inversions are computed via Fermat’s Little Theorem (a−1 = ap−2 = a2 −3 )
using 138 multiplications in Fp .
An example of how the control logic implements c = a × b with a = (a0 , a1 )
and b = (b0 , b1 ) ∈ Fp2 using the datapath is shown in Fig. 3. The multiplication
begins by computing t1 = a0 ·b0 in Fp followed by t2 = a1 ·b1 . The additions t3 =
a0 +a1 and t4 = b0 +b1 are interleaved with these multiplications. As soon as they
are ready and the multiplier path becomes idle, the last multiplication t3 ← t3 ·t4
is computed. The multiplication a × b ends with three successive subtractions
c0 = t1 − t2 and c1 = t3 − t1 − t2 . The operation sequence was designed to allow
the interleaving of successive multiplications over Fp2 . A preceding multiplication
f = d × e and subsequent multiplications g × h and i × j are depicted in gray
color in Fig. 3. A multiplication finishes in 45 clock cycles but allows the next
multiplication to start after only 21 clock cycles. For every other multiplication
one must use t5 in place of t3 in order to avoid writing to t3 before it is read.
This operation sequence also allows interleaving further additions/subtractions
in Fp with the interleaved multiplications. E.g., if we read operands from the
memory in line 14, then we can compute an addition followed by a reduction
in lines 16 and 17 and write the result back in line 18. There is also a variant
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of the multiplication sequence which completes the multiplication after 38 clock
cycles by computing the final subtractions faster, but it does not allow efficient
interleaving.
Latencies and throughputs of field operations are collected in Table 1.
The program ROM includes hand-optimized routines (fixed sequences of instructions) for all the operations required for computing scalar multiplications
on FourQ. The program ROM consists of 8015 lines of instructions (13-bit ad-

Table 1. Latencies and throughputs of operations in Fp and Fp2 .
Operation

Latency Throughput

Addition/subtraction in Fp
Multiplication/squaring in Fp
Inversion in Fp †

6
20
2760

1/2
1/7
—

Addition/subtraction in Fp2
Multiplication in Fp2 (max. throughput)
Multiplication in Fp2 (min. latency)
Squaring in Fp2
Inversion in Fp2

8
45
38
28
2817

1/4
1/21
1/31
1/16
—

†

126 squarings and 12 multiplications in Fp .

dresses). Each line is 25 bits wide: 3 bits for the multiplier path, 5 bits for the
adder/subtractor path, one bit for write enable and two 8-bit memory addresses
for the RAM. Execution of each instruction line takes one clock cycle. We tested
implementing the program ROM both using distributed memory and BlockRAM
blocks. The latter resulted in slightly better timing results arguably because of an
easier place-and-route process. Accordingly, we chose to implement the program
ROM using 6 BlockRAM blocks.
There are in total seven separate routines in the program ROM. Given a
basepoint P = (x, y) and following Alg. 1, initialization (lines 1–14) assigns
X ← x, Y ← y, Z ← 1, Ta ← x and Tb ← y (i.e., it maps the affine point P to
representation R1 ; see Sect. 2.1). Precomputation (lines 15–4199) produces the
table T containing 8 points using the endormorphisms and point additions. Precomputed points are stored using representation R5 . Initialization of the main
loop (lines 4200–4214) initializes the point accumulator by loading a point from
the table T using the first digit of the recoded multi-scalar and by mapping it to
representation R4 . In the main loop (lines 4215–4568), point doublings Q ← [2]Q
and additions Q ← Q + T [di ] are computed using the representations R1 ← R4
and R1 ← R1 × R2 , respectively. As explained in Sect. 2.1, converting precomputed points from representation R5 to R2 is simply done by reading values
from memory in the right order. The main loop consists of 64 iterations and
significant effort was devoted to optimizing its latency. Affine conversion (lines
4569–7437) maps the resulting point in representation R1 to affine coordinates
by computing x = X/Z and y = Y /Z. The bulk of this computation consists
of an inversion in Fp . Point validation (lines 7438–7561) checks if the basepoint
P = (x, y) is in E(Fp2 ), i.e., it verifies that −x2 + y 2 − 1 − dx2 y 2 = 0. Cofactor
clearing (lines 7562–8014) kills the cofactor by computing 392P . This is done
with an R2 ← R1 map (lines 7562–7643) followed by eight point doublings (lines
7644–7799) and two point additions (lines 7800–8014).
The control FSM sets the address for the program ROM depending on the phase
of the scalar multiplication. The FSM includes a counter and hardcoded pointers
to the routines in the program ROM. The value of the counter is used as the

Algorithm 3 Truncated multiplication algorithm.
Input: integers X = X10 , X9 , . . . , X0 in radix 224 , Y = Y11 , X10 , . . . , Y0 in radix 217 .
Output: ZH = bX · Y /2256 c mod 264 or ZL = X · Y mod 264 .
1: ZH ← 0, ZL ← 0
2: for i = 0 to 11 (or 3) do
3:
T ←0
4:
for j = 0 to 10 (or 2) do
5:
T ← T + ((Yi · Xj )  24j)
6:
ZH ← (ZH  17) + T
7:
if i < 4 then
8:
ZL ← (ZL  17) + ((ZH mod 216 )  51)
9: ZH ← (ZH  68) mod 264
10: ZL ← ZL mod 264
11: return ZH , ZL

address to the program ROM. Depending on the operation, the FSM sets the
counter to the address of the first line of the appropriate routine and, then, lets
the counter count up by one every clock cycle until it reaches the end pointer of
that routine. After that, the FSM jumps to the next routine or to the wait state
(line 0 is no-operation).
The instruction recoder recodes instructions from the program ROM to control
signals for the datapath. The memory addresses from the program ROM are fed
into an address recoding circuit, which recodes the address if it is needed to access
a precomputed point (otherwise, it passes the address unchanged). The address
from the program ROM simply specifies the coordinate of the precomputed point
and the recoding unit replaces this placeholder address with a real RAM memory
address by recoding it using the value and sign of the current digit-column di of
the scalar.

4

Scalar unit

This unit is in charge of decomposing the input scalar m into four 64-bit multiscalars a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , which are then recoded to a sequence of digit-columns
(d64 , . . . , d0 ) with 0 ≤ di < 16. These digits are used during scalar multiplication to extract the precomputed points that are to be added. In our design,
this unit is naturally split into the decompose and recode units, which are described below.
4.1

Decompose unit

The decompose unit computes the multi-scalar values a1 , a2 , a3 and a4 as
per [6, Prop. 5]. The inputs to the decompose unit are the four curve constants
`1 , `2 , `3 and `4 and the four basis values b1 , b2 , b3 and b4 , which are stored in
a ROM, and the 256-bit input scalar m, which is stored in a register. The core
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Fig. 4. Architecture of the 17x264-bit row multiplier using DSPs.

of the decompose unit is a truncated multiplier : on input integers 0 ≤ X < 2256
and 0 ≤ Y < 2195 , it calculates the integer ZH = bX · Y /(2256 )c mod 264 . This
operation is needed to compute each of the four values α
f1 , α
f2 , α
f3 and α
f4 from
[6, Prop. 5] modulo 264 . The truncated multiplier computes ZH as described in
Alg. 3. In addition, this multiplier can be adapted to computations with the form
ZL = XY mod 264 by simply reducing the two for-loop counters in Alg. 3 from
11 to 3 and from 10 to 2, respectively. Thus, we reuse the truncated multiplier
for the 14 multiplications modulo 264 that are needed to produce the final values
a1 , a2 , a3 and a4 as per [6, Prop. 5].
The main building block of the truncated multiplier is a 17x264-bit row
multiplier that is used to compute the product of Yj · X for some j ∈ [0, 11]
(lines 4–5 of Alg. 3). The row multiplier is implemented using a chain of 11
DSPs as shown in Fig. 4. Note that the DSP blocks available on the Xilinx Zynq
FPGA family allow 17x24 unsigned integer multiplication plus addition of the
result with an additional 47-bit unsigned integer. In order to comply with the
operand size imposed by the DSP blocks, we split the input integer X into 24bit words and the input Y into into 17-bit words (the most significant words
are zero-padded). Both X and Y are then represented as X10 , X9 , . . . , X0 in
radix 224 and Y11 , X10 , . . . , Y0 in radix 217 , respectively.
The row multiplier computes the full 17x264-bit product after 11 clock cycles.
Its 281-bit result is then added to the 281-bit partial result right-shifted by 17 bits
(line 6 of Alg. 3). This operation is performed by an adder-shifter component. In
our current design, the addition has been split into 3 steps to reduce the critical
path. Finally, a shift register outputs the result (line 9 of Alg. 3).
The high level architecture of the truncated multiplier unit is depicted in
Fig. 5. An FSM drives the various components to execute the control statements
of Alg. 3.

Y

X
195

264

17
264

17 × 264-bit multiplier

FSM

281
+
264

281

17

64
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64
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Fig. 5. Architecture of the truncated multiplier.

The remaining part of the decompose unit is an FSM that first drives the
truncated multiplier to compute the four values α
f1 , α
f2 , α
f3 and α
f4 in four separate runnings, using as inputs the constants stored in ROM and the scalar m.
For these computations, the multiplier produces outputs ZH running for the
maximum number of loop iterations according to Alg. 3. Subsequently, the FSM
drives the truncated multiplier to compute products modulo 264 (by running it
for a reduced number of loop iterations, as explained above) and to accumulate
the results ZL to produce the output values a1 , a2 , a3 and a4 in 24 steps.
4.2

Recode unit

The recode unit is very simple, as the operations it performs are just bit manipulations and 64-bit additions. The unit is designed as an FSM performing 64
iterations according to Alg. 2, where each iteration is split into 6 steps (corresponding to 6 states of the FSM). The first 4 states implement lines 3 to 8 of
Alg. 2, whereas the last 2 states implement line 9.

5

Architectures

We designed three variants of our architecture in order to provide a full picture
of its capabilities compared to other designs presented in the literature.
5.1

Single-Core Architecture

Our single-core architecture is the simplest possible architecture for Alg. 1. It
combines one instance of the scalar unit with one instance of the core. Most
ECC hardware architectures in the literature are single-core architectures.

di, do

commands responses

Read/write control

Scalar unit

LIFO 1

LIFO 2

LIFO 3

LIFO 4

LIFO N

Core 1

Core 2

Core 3

Core 4

Core N

Fig. 6. The multi-core architecture with one scalar unit and N cores.

The interface of the single-core architecture is such that the host connects
to the architecture through a 64-bit interface (this can be easily modified) by
writing and reading values to and from the RAM. The host can issue three
instructions: point validation, cofactor clearing, and scalar multiplication. Point
validation computes the field operations required for computing −x2 + y 2 − 1 −
dx2 y 2 and the host reads the result and checks if it is zero. The need for cofactor
clearing depends on the protocol and, hence, it is not included in the main scalar
multiplication instruction. The scalar multiplication instruction initiates (a) the
scalar unit to decompose and recode the scalar and (b) the core to begin the
precomputation and all the other subsequent routines. The scalar unit computes
its operations at the same time that the core computes the precomputation.
Hence, scalar decomposition and recoding do not incur in any latency overhead.
Once an instruction is issued, the architecture raises a busy signal which remains
high as long as the operation is in process.
5.2

Multi-Core Architecture

Our multi-core architecture aims at improving throughput (operations per second). It includes one scalar unit and N instances of the core. The multi-core
architecture is shown in Fig. 6. It is conceptually similar to the multi-core architecture presented by Sasdrich and Güneysu for Curve25519 in [29]. In their case,
multiple cores share a common inverter unit (inversions modulo 2255 − 19 are
more expensive than inversions in Fp2 ), which is used after scalar multiplication.
In our case the common resource is the scalar unit, which is used at the beginning
of scalar multiplication and is computed simultaneously with it.
The multi-core architecture is designed so that it acts as a FIFO (first-infirst-out), which is straightforward to implement because all the operations have
constant latencies. The architecture has a busy signal which is high when the
scalar unit is computing or when all the cores are busy (or have results that
have not been read by the host). The host can issue new instructions only when

the busy signal is low. The cores are used cyclically so that whenever a scalar
multiplication instruction is issued, the turn is given to the next core. There is
also a done signal which is high when there are results which have not been read
by the host. Reading is also performed cyclically so that the turn is handed to
the next core only when the host acknowledges that it has read the previous
results. This cyclic writing and reading operate independently of each other,
and the interface allows reading and writing different cores. Thanks to the cyclic
utilization of the cores, the interface is transparent to the host who does not
need to take care of which core is actually performing the computations; in fact,
that is not even visible to the host.
The scalar unit writes digits to a LIFO (last-in-first-out) buffer attached to
each core. This way a core can proceed with a scalar multiplication independently of the scalar unit as soon as the scalar unit has finished decomposing and
recoding a scalar. The scalar unit can then process other scalars while the previous cores are computing scalar multiplications. In this paper, we only consider
situations in which a single scalar unit serves N cores. If N > 14, then the scalar
unit becomes the bottleneck for throughput and, therefore, multiple scalar units
could be required.
5.3

Architecture Using the Montgomery Ladder

The architectures above can be easily modified to compute scalar multiplications
on FourQ without utilizing the endomorphisms. This option might be beneficial
in some resource-constrained applications. To demonstrate this, we designed
a modification of the single-core architecture. The main difference is that the
scalar unit is no longer needed, which results in a significant reduction in the
size of the architecture. Changes in the core are small and are strictly limited to
the control logic. In particular, the program ROM reduces in size because of a
shorter program and smaller address space (fewer temporary variables in use).
The architecture accepts both 256-bit and 246-bit (reduced modulo ξ) scalars,
and also supports cofactor clearing.
The size of the memory remains the same even though the memory requirements of the Montgomery ladder are relatively smaller than the single-core architecture using endormorphisms (which requires a precomputed point table). The
reason for this is that the number of BlockRAMs is dictated by the width (in
our case, 127 bits). Using smaller width would lead to a decrease in BlockRAM
requirements but also to a lower performance. Because BlockRAMs are not the
critical resource, we opted for keeping the current memory structure.
We derived hand-optimized routines for the scalar multiplication initialization and the double-and-add step using the formulas from [25]. The accumulator
is initialized with Q = (X : Z) = (1 : 0). One double-and-add step of the
Montgomery ladder takes 228 clock cycles. Because we have an either 256-bit or
246-bit scalar, a scalar multiplication involves 256 or 246 double-and-add steps,
The scalar unit outputs digits in the order d0 , d1 , . . . , d64 and the core uses them in
a reversed order (see Alg. 1).

Table 2. Summary of resource requirements in Xilinx Zynq-7020 XC7Z020CLG484-3.
Component

LUTs

Regs.

Slices

BRAMs

DSPs

Single-core design
Core
Scalar unit

869 (1.6%) 1637 (1.5%) 490 (3.7%) 10 (7.1%) 16 (7.3%)
3348 (6.3%) 2771 (2.6%) 1226 (9.2%) 0 (0.0%) 11 (5.0%)

Total

4217 (7.9%) 4413 (4.1%) 1691 (12.7%) 10 (7.1%) 27 (12.3%)

Multi-core design (N = 11)
Core (min.)
..
.

902 (1.7%) 1616 (1.5%) 417 (3.1%) 10 (7.1%) 16 (7.3%)
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Core (max.) 1001 (1.9%) 1630 (1.5%) 511 (3.8%) 10 (7.1%) 16 (7.3%)
Scalar unit 3422 (6.4%) 3029 (2.8%) 1201 (9.0%) 0 (0.0%) 11 (5.0%)

Total

13595 (25.6%) 20924 (19.7%) 5697 (42.8%) 110 (78.6%) 187 (85.0%)

Single-core design, Montgomery ladder
Core

1068 (2.0%) 1638 (1.5%) 522 (3.9%)

7 (5.0%) 16 (7.3%)

Total

1069 (2.0%) 1894 (1.8%) 565 (4.2%)

7 (5.0%) 16 (7.3%)

which take exactly 58368 or 56088 clock cycles, respectively. A final conversion to
extract x from (X : Z) takes 2855 clock cycles. The total cost of scalar multiplication (without cofactor clearing) is 61235 or 58967 cycles for 256-bit and 246-bit
scalars, respectively. Cofactor clearing is computed with nine double-and-add
steps followed by an extraction of x from (X : Z) and takes 4932 cycles.
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Results and Analysis

The three architectures from Sect. 5 were compiled with Xilinx Vivado 2015.4
to a Xilinx Zynq-7020 XC7Z020CLG484-3 FPGA, which is an all programmable
system-on-chip for embedded systems. All the given results were obtained after
place-and-route. Table 2 presents the area requirements of the designs. Table 3
collects latencies, timings and throughputs of the different operations supported
by the designs.
The single-core design requires less than 13% of all the resources available
in the targeted Zynq-7020 FPGA. Timing closure was successful with a clock
constraint of 190 MHz (clock period of 5.25 ns). Hence, one scalar multiplication
(without cofactor clearing) takes 156.52 µs, which means 6389 operations per
second. Using Vivado tools, we analyzed the power consumption of the singlecore with signal activity from post-synthesis functional simulations of ten scalar
multiplications. The power estimate was 0.359 W (with high confidence level),
and the energy required by one scalar multiplication was about 56.2 µJ.
The multi-core design was implemented by selecting the largest N that fitted
in the Zynq-7020 FPGA. Since the DSP blocks are the critical resource and

Table 3. Performance characteristics of the designs in a Xilinx Zynq-7020
XC7Z020CLG484-3 FPGA, excluding interfacing with the host.
Latency
Time (µs)
Throughput (ops)
(clocks) @190MHz @175MHz 1×190MHz 11×175MHz

Operation
Initialization
Point validation
Cofactor clearing
Precomputation
Scalar multiplication, init.
Double-and-add
Affine conversion

14
124
1760
4185
15
354
2869

0.07
0.65
9.26
22.03
0.08
1.86
15.10

0.08
0.71
10.06
23.91
0.09
2.02
16.39

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Mont.
Mont.
Mont.
Mont.
Mont.

12
24
4932
228
2855

0.06
0.13
25.96
1.20
15.03

—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—

1984

10.44

11.33

95766

88206

29739
31499
58967

156.52
165.78
310.35

169.94
179.99
—

6389
6032
3222

64730
61113
—

ladder,
ladder,
ladder,
ladder,
ladder,

init. (256-bit)
init. (246-bit)
cofact. clr.
double-and-add
x-coord.

Scalar decomp. and recoding
†

Scalar mult. (w/o cofact. clr.)
Scalar mult. (w/ cofact. clr.)‡
Scalar mult. (Mont. ladder)∗
†

Init.+Prec.+Scalar mult. init.+ 64 × double-and-add + affine conv.

‡

Init.+Cofactor clr.+Prec.+Scalar mult. init.+ 64 × double-and-add + affine conv.

∗

Mont. ladder, init. (246-bit) + 246 × Mont. ladder, double-and-add + Mont. ladder, x-coord.

there are 220 of them in the targeted FPGA, one can estimate room for up to 13
cores. However, Vivado was unable to place-and-route a multi-core design with
N = 13. In practice, the largest number of admissible cores was N = 11 (85 %
DSP utilization). Even in that case timing closure was successful only with a
clock constraint of 175 MHz (clock period of 5.714 ns). This results in a small
increase in the computing time for one scalar multiplication, which then takes
169.94 µs (without cofactor clearing). Throughput of the multi-core design is
64730 operations per second, which is more than ten times larger than the singlecore’s throughput. Hence, the multi-core design offers a significant improvement
for high-demand applications in which throughput is critical.
The single-core design based on the Montgomery ladder is significantly smaller
than the basic single-core design mainly because there is no scalar unit. The area
requirements reduce to only 7.3 % of resources (DSP blocks) at the expense of
an increase in the computing time of scalar multiplication, which in this case
takes 310.35 µs (with a 246-bit scalar). Throughput becomes 3222 operations per
second, which is about half of the single-core design with fast endomorphisms.
Table 4 compares our implementations with different FPGA-based designs
for prime field ECC with approximately 128 bits of security. The large variety
of implementation platforms (also from different vendors), elliptic curves and
design features (e.g., inclusion of side-channel countermeasures or support for

Table 4. Comparison of FPGA-based designs of about 256-bit prime field ECC.
Ref.

Device

[9]
[11]
[11]
[19]
[20]
[22]
[23]
[27]
[29]
[29]

Stratix-2
Virtex-4
Virtex-4
Virtex-5
Virtex-5
Virtex-2
Virtex-2
Virtex-5
Zynq-7020
Zynq-7020

Curve
any 256-bit
NIST P-256
NIST P-256
NIST P-256
any 256-bit
any 256-bit
any 256-bit
NIST P-256
Curve25519
Curve25519

N

Resources

Time T-put
(µs) (ops)

1
9177 ALM, 96 DSP
680 1471
1 1715 LS, 32 DSP, 11 BRAM
495 2020
16 24574 LS, 512 DSP, 176 BRAM n/a 24700
1
1980 LS, 7 DSP, 2 BRAM
3951 253
1 1725 LS, 37 DSP, 10 BRAM
376 2662
1
15755 LS, 256 MUL
3836 261
1
3529 LS, 36 MUL
2270 441
1
4505 LS, 16 DSP
570 1754
1
1029 LS, 20 DSP, 2 BRAM
397 2519
11 11277 LS, 220 DSP, 22 BRAM 397 32304

This work Zynq-7020 FourQ, Mont. 1
565 LS, 16 DSP, 7 BRAM
This work Zynq-7020 FourQ, End. 1 1691 LS, 27 DSP, 10 BRAM
This work Zynq-7020 FourQ, End. 11 5697 LS, 187 DSP, 110 BRAM

310 3222
157 6389
170 64730

multiple primes) make a fair comparison extremely difficult. Nevertheless, the
table reveals that all of our designs compute scalar multiplications faster (in
terms of computation time) than any other published FPGA-based designs.
The most straightforward comparison can be done against Sasdrich and
Güneysu’s implementations using Curve25519 [29] (cases without DPA countermeasures) because the designs use the same FPGA and share several similarities
in terms of optimization goals and approach. Our single-core architecture is 2.67
times faster in latency and 2.54 times faster in computation time and throughput. In terms of DSP blocks (the critical resource), our architecture requires 27
and [29] requires 20. Therefore, our implementation has about 1.88 times better
speed-area ratio than [29]. In the case of the multi-core architecture, we obtain a
throughput that is 2 times larger than that from [29]. This speedup is achieved
despite the fact that the maximum clock frequency dropped to 175 MHz in our
case and we were unable to utilize all of the DSP blocks because the place-androute failed; Sasdrich and Güneysu [29] reported results with 100 % utilization
with no reduction in clock frequency, without providing a technical justification.
Even the variant without endomorphisms is faster than the design from [29].
In this case, the speedup comes from the use of a different architecture and a
simpler arithmetic in Fp2 over a Mersenne prime; the simpler inversion alone
saves more than 10000 clock cycles. Our architecture computes scalar multiplications on FourQ with 1.35 times faster latency compared to [29], but because
of the lower clock frequency, throughput and computation time are only 1.28
times faster. These results showcase FourQ’s great performance even when endomorphisms are not used (e.g., in some applications with very strict memory
constraints).
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Conclusions

We presented three FPGA designs for the recently proposed elliptic curve FourQ.
These architectures are able to compute one scalar multiplication in only 157 µs
or, alternatively, with a maximum throughput of up to 64730 operations per
second by applying parallel processing in a single Zynq-7020 FPGA. The designs are the fastest FPGA implementations of elliptic curve cryptography over
large prime characteristic fields at the 128-bit security level. This extends the
software results from [6] by showing that FourQ also offers significant speedups
in hardware when compared to other elliptic curves with similar strength such
as Curve25519 or NIST P-256.
Our designs are inherently protected against SSCA and timing attacks. Recent horizontal attacks (such as horizontal collision correlations [3]) can break
SSCA-protected implementations by exploiting leakage from partial multiplications. Our designs compute these operations with a large 64-bit word size in a
highly pipelined and parallel fashion. Nevertheless, resistance against these attacks, and other attacks that apply to scenarios in which an attacker can exploit
traces from multiple scalar multiplications (e.g., differential power analysis), require further analysis. Future work involves the inclusion of strong countermeasures against such attacks.
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